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Abstract: This paper examines the correlation between numbers of computer cores in parallel
genetic algorithms. The objective to determine the linear polynomial complementary equation in
order represent the relation between number of parallel processing and optimum solutions. Model
this relation as optimization function (f(x)) which able to produce many simulation results. F(x)
performance is outperform genetic algorithms. Compression results between genetic algorithm and
optimization function is done. Also the optimization function give model to speed up genetic
algorithm. Optimization function is a complementary transformation which maps a TSP given to
linear without changing the roots of the polynomials.
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1. Introduction
NP problems and NP-completeness problems are nondeterministic polynomial problems. The
main difference between the NP and NP- completeness is that in NP problems the solution is
verifiable unlike NP completeness problems. In other words, the complexity of those problems
cannot be bounded, since the polynomial algorithms are unknown within NP- completeness.
However, there are alternative algorithms that solve NP problems[1]. A famous one is referred as the
Genetic Algorithm (GA).The GA has long been used as a heuristic search technique[2]. This technique
serves as a probabilistic search that applies natural phenomena to find optimum solution[3]. In NPcompleteness problems the GAs are determines the optimum solution[4]. Since NP and NPcompleteness are hard to solve in a polynomial time algorithm, GA is used to determine an optimum
solution. Furthermore, the results of applied GA with NP-completeness problem cannot be
verified[4].
In our research, we focused on the Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP) problem, which is
classified as an NP-completeness problem[5]. TSP problem is given a set of cities. The salesman has
to visit each city only once and returning to the starting city. The problem of traveling salesman wants
to minimize the total length of the tour[6].
Since the TSP is difficult to solve in a polynomial algorithm, we applied a GA to determine an
optimum solution. However, GA results cannot be verified, since the TSP is NP-completeness
problem[7, 8]. In conjunction with TSP, the GA created a population based on the theory of fitness
evolution[9, 10]. Therefore, GA consists of the guessing stage and the checking stage. Additionally,
there are several parameters that controlled the performance of GA[11]. Such as, population size,
crossover probability, and mutation probability and all factored into the GA’s results. Although GA
is widely acceptable technique with NP and NP-completeness, having several drawbacks. The first
drawback is that the GA does not have a concrete initial population; the GA often trapped in local
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minimum[12]. If initial chosen population is not good, it convert hard to find the correct solution of
the problem[13].
The second drawback accused in the evolution stage because solid criteria was missing that
could evaluate populations. The problem in the evolution stage, the population could evaluate either
against the unknown environment or the evolution function complexity is running in exponential
time[14].
Genetic algorithm is fit for parallel execution which increases the speed of search. GA can run
by distributing over a number of CPUs. The parallel application must run on computer architecture
that supports multi-threads, simultaneously, such as multiple instruction stream data stream
(MIMD) otherwise known as multi-cores computers. Intuitive numbers of computer cores play a very
important role in determining the optimum solutions[15]. In our experiment we built application that
applied multithread techniques .Then we ran our application in different number of threads. For
example when we ran two threads we called number of GAs is two, and three threads will have three
GAs and so on.
In our work, we utilize the multi-core architecture by using parallel processing to gain insight
into linear effects of changing the TSP solutions to CPU core allocation.
We conducted experimental research to determine the following: What the interaction between
number of computer cores and TSP? In particular, we explored the correlation between the increased
number of parallel processing which mean number of GAs and finding better optimum solution in
TSP. Moreover, we explored how we can transfer NP-completeness problem to be NP problem using
this correlation. By demonstrating this we captured a crucial properties in order to find a
complementary linear polynomial function. This function works as a polynomial transformation
mapping model for NP-completeness to NP problem. We showed how to use this derivative
polynomial function to predict the list of optimum solutions.
2. Supervised machine learning
Supervised machine learning (SML) using regression is well-established method in data
analysis[16]. The main purpose of using regression model is to find the relation between two
independent variables[17]. In our work, the machine learning algorithm will be run in the beginning
to create its training dataset. While the algorithm to build its training set, it can use it to specify the
best number of assigned cores for this specific problem that run on that particular system.
We presented how we built training data set and how we used it formulate the relation between
number of GAs and CPU core allocation. Finally, analyze this mathematical model to determine how
we can construct it as polynomial formula.
In machine learning there are many techniques such as linear regression and random forest. In
our research, we used regression model to formulate the relation between Number of GAs and
finding optimum solution. We build our dataset for two parameters that number of GAs and
corresponding optimum solution. We used linear regression model to build training set to build
up predicator in real dataset to find what the optimum number of GAs values that required for this
dataset in a parallel environment to turn quickly to an acceptably good target solution.
3. Genetic Algorithms
The main reason to use the Genetic Algorithms (GAs) to find the global optimum; for that GAs are
technique for solving NP problems which their growth exponential[18]. GAs involve in developing
a population of individuals. GA are population established optimization procedures intended for
searching optimal solutions in complex spaces. GAs are mimic biological processing in nature in
order to get better populations. These algorithms are mimic on some biological procedures that can
be gotten in Nature, like natural selection [19]or genetic inheritance [5]. The initial population is
made randomly. A fitness evaluation gives a cost to each individual. This assessment can be did by
an objective function which call fitness value and it done a mathematical. The stop condition is
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typically set to reach a number of repetitions, or to catch a solution to the problem if it is known
beforehand.
In general the GAs apply a single population of individuals and manipulate them with different
parameters. However, there another type of GAs called decentralized and also it is known as
structured GAs. This type is fitting for parallel techniques since the population is not centralized.
Each individuals has their fitness so that each one represent possible solutions. Fitness reflect
numerical measurement used by GA to guide the search processing. Because the isolated populations
are the main aspect of decentralized population that enable to implement the parallel technique in
this type smoothly and keep a higher genetic differentiation[20].Moreover, since the enrich and the
variety of initial sampling , decentralized genetic algorithms (dGAs) have demonstrated better
performance in search space comparing with ordinary genetic algorithms[21].
Cellular genetic algorithms (cGAs) another type which are fitting with parallelism[2]. They are
similar to dGAs which worked with isolated population .however, the cGAs used communication
utility between neighbored in order to maintain high quality of diversity[22]. Furthermore, the cGAs
consist of small neighborhood which only interact with its adjacent neighbors. This technique make
the cGAs discovering the search space more effective because they induced spreading of solutions
through the population in order to maintain the diversity and intensely for each neighborhood[23].
However, we need balance between the exploration of new area of search space and exploitation
of computer resources such as processor. If we able to accomplish this balance that will lead us to
high performance of GAs. In fact, this exploration and exploitation can be an impact each other,
meaning increasing or decreasing one of them can influence another. Thus, the parallelism is
necessary to not only decrease the processing time, but also to improve the quality of solutions. In
the beginning we would like to introduce some terminology definition of GAs[14].
4. Experimental Set-Up
We developed framework using Java and our instance for traveling salesperson problem. Our
framework consists of a set of threads working in parallel on a multi-core machine solving a single
Traveling Salesman person (TSP) optimization problem. First of all, we give brief description of
hardware and
software architecture. The computer specification
that we used to run this
experimental is Intel® core 4, speed 2.8 Mhz. Software is 64 Operating system Microsoft windows 10
Pro. Our idea is built around the theory of independent evolution of separate worlds. Each GA solver
initially with some random solutions. Since each GA is independent, the solutions will vary, and
some GAs will have solutions that are better than others[8]. However, since each solution is a
sequence through an entirely linked graph, every solution, even a poor one may have a section
which would make an efficient part of a good solution[24]. Even two good solutions might be good
for different reasons[25, 26]. One solution might have an efficient solution for one graph section while
another good solution could have efficiency in another section[27]. The merging and crossing over of
the different solutions is the elementary idea to improvement in GAs solution [28-30]. In our
framework, we allow multiple GAs to work concurrently and independently of all other GAs. Note
that concurrently may or may not be simultaneously. If there are 8 GAs and 8 CPU cores, then they
may work simultaneously. However, with 16 GAs, two GAs would be running on a single CPU core.
With 64 GAs, that number would increase to 8. As the number of GAs increases as a multiple of the
number of cores. We need find what the optimum number of CPU cores, this ideal point which paly
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as crucial parameter as well for finding optimum solution, and this optimum point we called C_i
which mean is the number of ideal GAs that we can generated with (i) number of cores. For example
if C_i= 64 GAs for 8 CPU. In the beginning, we built date set which providing foundation for
understanding GA performance proportion with number of cores.
Thus, we fixed all other GA parameters and we ran 10 times and each time for 30 minutes.
Then we store the best optimum results in text file format to use it later in next stage to find correlation
between those sets of fitness and number of threads.
4.1. Framework GAs parameters
In our framework we have many parameters as input variables such as Area, target, city count
[number of cities] display count, thread count, population size, exchange frequency, number of
running, and period of each time. For our experimental we used the benchmark TSP is Berlin52 which
can be found in TSPLIB: http://www.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/iwr/comopt/soft/ TSPLIB95/TSPLIB.html
In our framework there are some configuration such as number of running meaning how many times
we want to the specific experimental to be run and this feature of automatic running, so we can assign
this framework to run for 10 trails end each time run of 30 minutes period. We ran 10 experiments
automatic and the results of this experiments will be stored in text files with all information needed.
For example, we can run the first experiment with the following parameters as shown in Table [1]
Parameters
Number of City
Population size
Display
Number of Run
Duration
1

Values
52
1640
1,2,3...,10
30
60 second

Input parameters values

4.2. Building Training Dataset

Our framework produces the optimum results as shown in table 2. We have the value of
number of threads to be 1, 2, 3,4,5,6,7,8,9 and 10 and we keep all other GAs parameters
fixed. Then, we have run for 30 times and each time 1 minute .In every time we get the
average of fitness. This is our training dataset that we are going to use it next stage which is
observation stage.

2

No of Threads

Average of
Optimum

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

8759.75
8645.18
8618.24
8485.11
8448.81
8378.67
8418.53
8390.70
8320.90
8247.50

List of optimum solutions from framework
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Next, we used this dataset to build model mathematically formulae that represent the relationship
between the number of threads with those solutions. Then, in proceed

used

a linear regression

to be able to generate quantitative analysis between these two variables. In the begging if we assume
( )=

where

the required number threads to and

optimum solutions, and remember f(x)

is the mathematical model we are seeking to generate. In this model should able find depend on some
variables how many GAs that are required to get the optimum solution in appropriate time an based
on number of available CPU core in that specific system. In figure 1 shown the average of optimum
solutions and number of threads. It shows there is systemically decremented and their coloration
between number of threads and getting optimum solutions.

Average Optimum solution
8800
8700
8600
8500
8400
8300
8200
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

(Figure 1 Average of optimum solutions and number of threads.)

5. Linear Regression Model

In linear regression technique, we placed in scatterplot the number of threads and the
average of optimum solutions that we got, and in order to find polynomial formula to
demonstrate this relation. From table 2 we have two variables, optimum solution, and number
of threads. Finding the mathematical model that represent the relationship between the
optimum solution
The basic equation form such as y=mx+b which can represent in our work
as following: F( ) = +
, where the function F( ) that expresses the potential performance
gain when x threads run
it is average of optimum values,
it is slop of parameters
Then we need to find the best-fitting
Curve for our data set of by using the residuals∑( −
or GAs count,

^

^

) , where

is of values whether is fitness

is the average. Then next step will be slop calculation
=

∑(

−

^

∑(

− )( −
∑( − ^ )

(

−

^

)(

−

^

^

)

) = 85
^

) = - 4143.89

:
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85
= −0.205
−4143.89
2nd step we want to calculate
^

=
=
∵

^

= 0.205,

−

^

− 0.205
^

=6,

=8471.34-(0.205 ) ∗ 6

∴

^

^

=8471.34
=8470.11≈ 8470

Then next we applied these values for our form
F( ) =

+

F( ) = 8470 − 0.205
This the constructed polynomial equation that describe the correlation of this problem instance of
TSP Berlin 52. After that we are applying this linear equation to predicate

solutions .Table 3

shown the results first column X which represent number of threads which is the inputs will be
varieties from x=1 to x 10. The second column is representing the optimum solutions from our
equationF( ) = 8470 − 0.205 .

No of Threads

( )
=

1

8,469.80

8759.75

2

8,469.59

8645.18

3

8,469.38

8618.24

4

8,469.18

8485.11

5

8,468.97

8448.81

6

8,468.77

8378.67

7

8,468.56

8418.53

8

8,468.36

8390.70

9

8,468.15

8320.90

10

8,467.95

8247.50

3

− .

Average of
Optimum

the optimum solution from f(x)

A column chart is a graphic representation of data. In the chart below figure 2 , the x-axis represents
the threads and y-axis represent the average of optimum solutions from framework . From the chart
we can clearly see that results of both the software and function f(x) are very close to each other.
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(a)
Figure 2. This a column chart show comparison between performance of f(x) and framework

6. Empirical Results and discussion

In the table (3) the first Colum represents threads, second column represents results from software
and third column represents results from function f(x).we have collected data for 10 threads both
form our framework and the function f(x). We used only 10 threads because we can’t use more than
10 threads using the framework because the pc capabilities. When we go over more than 10 thread
which consider beyond the saturation point, and no performance advantage resource that called the
bottleneck. The bottleneck point that point we cannot increase parallel program performance and
scalability but also reduce the work. In our situation we found our bottleneck at thread 11 for that
reason we got our thread parameters form thread one to ten.
The table 3, we observe that the linear polynomial ( ) =
− .
which gives slightly
shorter time where x = [1, 2, 3, 4]. Then when we lunch more threads it obviously that framework
slightly performed better than f(x). But if we make x=200, we will get better feasible solution 8429
and we are not able to lunch 200 threads within our framework.

4

No of Threads

( )
=

1

8,469.80

8759.75

2

8,469.59

8645.18

3

8,469.38

8618.24

4

8,469.18

8485.11

5

8,468.97

8448.81

6

8,468.77

8378.67

7

8,468.56

8418.53

8

8,468.36

8390.70

9

8,468.15

8320.90

10

8,467.95

8247.50

− .

Average of
Optimum

Comparison between the optimum solution from f(x) and framework
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However, the best optimum solution for berlin52 is 7542, and we can obtain this solution by making
x= 4,965. Furthermore, better result produced such as 7445 when using x= 5000. Conversely, there
is no guarantee to get

close optimum solution by using ordinary GA algorithms. Instead, we can

get sort of solution using linear f(x). Besides, it provide verification of the solution method if it is good
or not. Again, if we compare column 2 with column 3, easily we can verify the quality of optimum
solutions.

(Figure 2 average optimum solution and model f(x))
In figure 2, we use a line chart to show over all comparison of the 10 threads and solutions. In the
chart above, both the result are almost overlapping. Which means there is no such difference in the
output of both the results. There is a strong positive correlation between average optimum solution
and Model f(x). That means with the increase of Model f(x), the average optimum solution value
should be increase and vice versa.
7. Conclusions
TSP is classified as NP completeness problem. The main purpose of this study to investigate the
correlation between the number of cores and optimum solutions. This correlation presented in linear
polynomial equation.
We observed the results from our framework and infer the equation that used regression model for
demonstrate this correlation in linear polynomial equation. This polynomial equation gives ability to
better predicate list of optimum solutions for this specific instance TSP problem.in additional better
predicate of the impact of thread and expect performance of thread allocation.
Furthermore, this model shows that value of feasible optimum solution is function of value of number
of GAs that mean the value of solution always dependent on value of number of GAs. It is very good
tooling to analysis the relation between genetic algorithm parameters. Also, f(x) could use to evaluate
GAs are perform.
Yet, this technique using the linear F (x) allow to transfer problem of TSP from NP-completeness class
to NP problem class where we able to verify the optimum solutions. Moreover, the best results of
TSP were produced without local search.
We can use this f(x) function to lead to better solutions and for predicating in advance the list of
possible solutions. In fact, those solutions can bound the exponential algorithms to be provably
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efficient. The bounded property that makes polynomial algorithms are preferred way for solving NP
problems. Moreover, find the thread allocation that guarantees certain response.
From all of the charts we used for this experiment is clearly shown that the function f(x) developed
has very close results with the framework results. In addition, the f(x) can find global optimum
solution, but the framework there is no guarantee to find the global optimum.
.
Author Contributions:
We are in this study, did experiment to discovery the mathematical correlation between the number of threads
and optimum solution in parallel genetic algorithm. This is new approach in parallel processing research that
consider the number of threads as parameter that has crucial impact. We did analysis of optimum results and
found the linear model that represent the relation and we had approved that model can use to predicate impact
of threads and it can use to estimate the expect performance for any thread allocation.
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